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Aboud:

Several activities at the beginning of the second semester

Within the continuous activities and events at the school, the school administration carried our several events coinciding
with the beginning of the second semester:
1. On Saturday, Jan.21,the third grade teacher prepared breakfast for the third graders in order to promote interaction
and participation as well as good listening and developing social relationship among them.
2. Complementing the program of dental examination carried out by Caritas Society, a medical team delivered an awareness lecture for the students of grades 2-6 about care for teeth and methods of maintaining them. This was followed by
a dental checkup for the students, and those in need for dental care were advised to visit their dentist.
At the end of the checkup, the school principal thanked Caritas medical team for their cooperation and their efforts
exerted for the upkeep on the students health.
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The fourth graders pay a visit to
Caritas Centre
The Social Upbringing teacher accompanied the fourth
graders for a visit to Caritas Society centre in the town.
They were met by the director of the centre who explained to them the importance of the centre and the
services it offers to the village inhabitants. At the end
of the visit, brochures about the services and activities
of the center were distributed to the students

The school health department visits the school

A team from the School Health Department of the Ministry of Health paid a visit to the school and carried out several
medical examinations for the students. These examinations included:
1. Eye checkup for the fifth and eighth grades.
2. Teeth checkup for grade seven.
The team also delivered a lecture for the sixth graders about anemia, its symptoms, treatment and prophylaxis.
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Beit Sahour:

The Annual Vaccination campaign for the first-graders

Within the annual plan of The Palestinian Ministry of Health to vaccinate the students of the private and public
schools, a medical team from the Palestinian Ministry of Health carried out the annual vaccination campaign for the
first –graders against polio, diphtheria and tetanus.
The school administration is very grateful for the Ministry of Health and its medical team for their concern and endeavors in preserving the students health.

A new look for the kindergarten
The school administration rehabilitated the kindergarten building from the inside. The works included redecorating the
rooms in bright colors and adding new teaching aids. The kindergarteners were overjoyed for these renovations. We
wish our children a brilliant future.
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Bir zeit:

Athletic Activity at the beginning of the second semester

Under the supervision of the sports department, the school administration staged a sports activity for grades one and
two at the beginning of the second semester.
The purpose of this activity was to enhance the students’ activity and vitality and get them ready for the second semester

Annual vaccination of the first-graders

A medical group from the Palestinian Ministry of Health paid their usual annual visit to the school and vaccinated the
first graders against polio, diphtheria and tetanus. The school principal conveyed his appreciation and gratitude for the
endeavors exerted by the Ministry of Health and the medical team for their concern and efforts to preserve the children’s
health.
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A South korean educational delegation visits the school
A South Korean educational delegation of seventy teachers and students paid a visit to the school.
The group was received by the school principal Mrs. Rawand Abed who briefed them about the history of the school,
its message, objectives and future outlook.
The delegation met with the students of grades seven and eight. During the meeting , the Korean delegation listened
to a lecture about the Palestinian culture, the current situation in Palestine and the brutal practices of the Israeli army
and Israeli settlers against the Palestinian civilians. Then the Korean students delivered a lecture about the Korean
culture and carried out some recreational activities to entertain the students and inform them more about the Korean
culture. The Palestinian students also carried out some activities to explain the Arab culture in general and the Palestinian culture in particular. The activity included some traditional Palestinian foods which the visiting delegation enjoyed
very much.
The delegation then visited the Virgin Mary museum, and listened to an explanation by the parish priest Fr. Dr. Louise
Hazboun about the history of the town and the school in general and the history of the Arab Christians in particular.
At the end of the visit, the school principal thanked the delegation for their concern and their visit which had a great
impact on the students who meet for the first time with a delegation from South-East Asia, and added that she is looking forwards to a twinning relationship with them.
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Putting the the Palestinian pound into
circulation andThe students’ council
organizes a healthy dinner

Proceeding from the principal of enhancing the educational,
hygienic and social values, the students’ council organized
a special activity in the form of a healthy food day. The purchased food items were paid for by the Palestinian pound
which could be obtained from a special money changing
office that was open to enable the students to exchange
the NIS into Palestinian pounds. The school administration
and staff also participated in this activity.
This activity is intended to put the Palestinian pound in circulation again just like it was before the Arab Israeli war
in1948. Hopes are high to put it circulation again soon.

watching the Brazilian Circus
performance

Within the framework of the cultural exchange with
the Korean delegation, the delegation accompanied the
students to the Palestinian Circus School where they
watched a performance presented by the visiting Brazilian circus.
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Ein Arik:

The administration meets with the students’ parents

On the occasion of the beginning of the second semester, the school administration held a meeting for the students’
parents.
The meeting addressed the mechanics of work during the second semester and the importance of cooperation between
the schools and the parents, and several other educational issues which aimed at the best interest of the students

Jinen:

Citrus fruit in a class activity for the kindergarteners

The kindergarten teacher staged a special activity for the children on the importance and benefits of citrus fruits, especially during winter. She pointed out that they contain the essential vitamin C which helps prevent catching cold in
winter. The students brought from their homes some oranges and mandarins, shared them and enjoyed the activity.
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Ramallah:

Medical checkup for the students

In cooperation with the Pسalestinian Directory of Health in Ramallah and Bireh, a medical team paid a survey visit to
the school. Various medical examinations which included sight, teeth and a complete medical check-up were carried
out for the students of grades 1-9,
The medical team issued a detailed report to the administration about the health situation of the students, and reports
for students who needed special medical follow-up will be sent to the students’ parents. We wish our children good
health

First position in the Model United Nations (MUN) program

600 students from all over Palestine participated in the sixth annual Model United Nations program to discuss the issue
of “Unity Through Negotiations” which was held on Jan. 20-22 at the Friends School in Ramallah. Twenty students from
our school participated in this program under the supervision of the teacher Maisa Sa’ed. The discussions addressed
the pressing and important issues currently discussed in the United Nations. The student Laurice Tarazi won the first
position as the best negotiator , and the student Wisam Tahoun won the position as one of the best negotiating teams
in the conference.
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Zababdeh:

Participation in a workshop for the school principals about upbringing

The school principal Father Ibrahim Nino and the principle of the Freres Secondary School in Bethlehem Mr. George Al
Naber participated in a workshop about upbringing which was held in France for the school principals .
Fr. Ibrahim Nino visited St. Elizabeth School where he met with the heads of the departments to exchange experiences
and methods of running the school. The meeting also included field visits to the facilities of the school to get acquainted
with the daily progress of teaching there .
The workshop also addressed several topics which included the educational methods in the schools, the pastoral responsibility and the financial aspects as well.

The program also included visits to the Cathedral ,The Eifel Tower and other touristic sites in Paris.
During the workshop, Fr.Nino focused on several issues which included:
1. The necessity of assigning a specialized team to work on the educational, humanitarian and Christian issues.
2. Exchanging experience locally and globally
3. A special card to be issued for the parents to enable them to come to the school in order to control their entry and
exit from the school, and a reception office for this purpose.
4. The school cafeteria and a special dining location.
5. The electronic system in the schools.
6. Developing the teachers and cadres and concentrating on the fact that teaching is a mission and is not merely dictating.
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The Orphan Home Society students visit
the school.

Through an initiative from the social department, the students of
the Orphan Home Society were invited to visit the school where
they participated in various sports and recreational activities
with our students. At the end of the visit, they were invited to
dinner with the eleventh graders.

Candle manufacturing

The fourth grade English teacher staged an activity for the fourth graders about candle manufacturing. She explained
to the students that wax, from which candles are made, is a by-product of petroleum, and that it has many other
uses besides making candles. She also mentioned that wax can also be obtained from honeycomb cells when honey
is extracted from them, and that this kind of wax was used in the past, before petroleum was discovered, for making
candles, and that it is still used for making candles today.
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The distribution of DELF certificates to the students

Every year, LPS students from grade seven to grade 11,sit for the French Consulate DELF exam, which aims at upgrading
the French language level in LPS schools.Fr. Ibrahim Nino, the Parish priest and the school principal distributed the DELF
exam certificates to the students who have successfully passed the exam, and congratulated them on the excellent
results they achieved.
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Beit Jala:

The Apostolic Administrator pays a flying visit to the school

During his pastoral visit to the parish priests and the nuns, The Apostolic Administrator, Archbishop Pierbattista Pizzaballa paid a flying visit to the school. H.E. accompanied by the parish priest and the assistant parish priest were met
by the school principal who briefed about the school progress and facilities.

A new look for the Kindergarten
Within the framework of partnership between Regio Emilia Association and LPJ schools, and through cooperation with
the three year old Regio Terzo Mondo, which included several visits and workshops , a new corner in the kindergarten was set up and was supplied with a camera and a projector, in addition to various educational games which will
enhance the children self-confidence and encourage brilliant thinking, creativity and discovery as a teaching method.
The main purpose of these additions is to upgrade the kindergarten and make it one of the best kindergarten nationwide.
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With your help, we can complete projects to renovate buildings, purchase lab equipment,
school supplies and furniture, as well as many more necessities.
You can even give a poor child the priceless gift of education by providing his or her
tuition!
If you feel called to help the students in the schools of The Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem, the bank details are below.
For our friends in Europe:
General Director : Rev Iyad Twal - itwal@lpj.org
www.latin-schools.org
Pax-Bank:
Payment Instructions:

************************************************************

Please pay / transfer to our current account at pax-Bank eG in Germany according to the following instructions
•

Beneficiary:

Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem
           Latin Patriarchate Street. BOP 14152
           91141- Jerusalem
				
Israel
•
IBAN (International Bank Account No.) DE 16370601930058029017
•
Account with (bank name & address)
Pax-Bank eG, Von-Werth-str.
25-27, 50670 Cologne, Germany
Please ask your Bank to directly wire through:
WGZ-Bank, Ludwig-Erhard-Allee 20, 40227 Duesseldorf with SWIFT-code GENODEDO
Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem
Latin Patriarchate Street. BOP 14152
91141- Jerusalem
Israe
************************************************************
•For our friends in the United States:
For U.S Dollar currency transfers utilize the following bank address:
- Intermediary Bank,
- Credit Suisse, Zurich.
- Swift Code: CRESCHZZ80A
- Favor of:Arab Bank No.49
- Bethlehem Branch No. 853

Director:
Edited by:
Designed by:
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